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A model for the current instabilities in GaAs-AlGaAs heterojunction
P. J. van Halla) and H. Köktenb)
Physics Department Eindhoven University, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, Netherlands

~Received 8 May 1995; accepted for publication 7 November 1995!

Amodel is proposed for the description of the current instabilities in GaAs-AlGaAs heterojunctions.
It consists of three parts: the injection of electrons via the contact into the AlGaAs layer, the partial
capture of these electrons in deep centers, and the change with time of the band structure. This last
ingredient is crucial, since due to the increase of the total number of electrons in the AlGaAs layer
the band bending decreases making real-space transfer from the AlGaAs layer to the
two-dimensional electron gas possible. We have performed quasistationary simulations of the time
dependence of the current. The velocities, average energies, capture rates, etc. were taken from
Monte Carlo simulations. It turned out, that the parameters for the modeling of the contact, which
are to a high degree unknown, play an essential role. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-8979~96!02104-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a number of experiments on hot electrons in GaA
AlGaAs heterojunctions current irregularities have bee
found. These phenomena have received widespread atten
because of the consequences for applications.1 Especially the
groups in Sussex2–4 and Eindhoven5–7 have paid much atten-
tion to these effects. Most of the experiments are I-V me
surements, where a high-voltage pulse is applied to a tw
terminal device. A variety of phenomena have been observ
viz. oscillations, jumps, current filamentation, etc. Variou
sometimes only qualitative, explanations have been pr
posed, most of them containing somead hocassumptions
such as, e.g., real-space transfer out of the two-dimensio
electron gas~2DEG! or sudden ionization of electrons cap
tured by deep traps, but no consistent description has be
developed until now.

In this paper we describe the modification of a previou
model,5 with which we perform quantitative calculations o
the time dependence of the current in a heterojunction. W
focus on the experiments of Zwaalet al.6,7 As we will argue
the time scales involved justify a quasistationary approach

This paper has been organized as follows. In Sec. II w
describe our model and the algorithm for the simulation
the time-dependent current in a heterojunction under hig
field conditions. Since we deal with the capture of hot ele
trons by deep centers in the AlGaAs, we then proceed with
description of this process in Sec. III. This has been achiev
by incorporating capture as a one-step mechanism in a st
dard Monte Carlo simulation. In Sec. IV we describe an
discuss our results of the device simulation. We end wi
some conclusions.

II. DEVICE SIMULATION: MODEL AND METHOD

Before we start with the description of our model it is
worthwhile to look at the time scales involved. It is wel
known from Monte Carlo simulations that the internal se
tling time of an electron gas is in the order of ps. This time

a!Electronic mail: tnnvph@urc.tue.nl
b!On leave from: Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey.
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much smaller than the transit time~ns! through samples with
a length ofmm as used in the experiments of Zwaalet al.6

This time again differs some orders of magnitudes from the
rise time of the current jumps found experimentally~ms!. So
we deal with an almost quasistationary problem. In such cir-
cumstances one can use for the local drift velocity, capture
rate etc. the equilibrium values at the appropriate field, con-
centration and temperature. These values can be obtaine
from standard Monte Carlo simulations such as to be de-
scribed in the next section. In this respect our approach can
be characterized as hybrid.

When we inspect the typical geometry of the samples
used, we notice, that the distance between the 2DEG and th
electrons in the AlGaAs is on the order of 100 Å, whereas
the samples have lengths of 10mm or more. As a conse-
quence, also following from the quasistationary approxima-
tion we have to require strict charge neutrality perpendicular
to the current flow. In formula with an obvious notation~x:
coordinate along the field, carrier concentrations, etc. inte-
grated along growth direction!

n2D~x,t !1nAlGaAs~x,t !5nDON~x,t !5nDON~x,0!2nCAP~x,t !
~1a!

or

n2D~x,t !1nCAPT~x,t !5nAlGaAs~x,t !5n2D~x,t50!$x,t%.
~1b!

Relaxing this condition would induce very strong electric
fields, which restore the charge neutrality on a fs time scale.8

By this Eq.~1! the processes in the 2DEG and in the AlGaAs
are coupled. The captured and free electrons in the AlGaAs
act as a gate, which eventually pinches off the 2DEG chan-
nel.

We now make a major assumption: we assume that the
situation in the AlGaAs dominates and that the 2DEG adapts
itself according to the charge neutrality condition of Eqs.
~1a! and~1b!. For this we have the following arguments. Due
to the low position of theL andX valleys in AlGaAs~30%
Al !, there will be a sizeable occupation of these valleys, even
at low fields. Thus the overall effective mass in the AlGaAs
is ~much! larger than in the 2DEG. Furthermore, the mobility
1955955/6/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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in the AlGaAs is very low as a consequence of the rando
alloy scattering and the high concentration of ionized imp
rities. So the 2DEG can adapt itself much faster to a chan
ing situation than the electrons in the AlGaAs. This situatio
resembles the one in an electron-~heavy!hole plasma.

In our simulation we have to discretize in space an
time. The spatial grid had a width ofDx 5 0.1 mm. The
timestepsDt are coupled toDx by

Dx5V3D
•Dt. ~2!

HereV3D is the velocity in the AlGaAs. This gives a timeste
of 50–100 ps, large enough to warrant internal equilibriu
inside each spatial bin. So we arrive at the following tran
port algorithm:

capture: nk
3~ t1Dt !5nk

3~ t !2ank
3~ t !Nk~ t !Dt,

Nk~ t1Dt !5Nk~ t !2ank
3~ t !Nk~ t !Dt;

drift: nk11
3 ~ t1Dt !5nk

3~ t1Dt !,

n1
3~ t1Dt !5 injection;

neutrality: nk
2~ t1Dt !5Nk~ t1Dt !2nk

3~ t1Dt !. ~3!

Here we use the notation ofn2 for the 2DEG,n3 for the free
electrons in the AlGaAs, andN for the empty capture cen-
ters. All these concentrations are integrated over the spa
bin. The indexk symbolizes the discretized positionx. The
capture rate is given bya. The number of captured electron
nCAP follows immediately:

nk
CAP~ t !5Nk~ t50!2Nk~ t !. ~4!

The current through the device consists of various dist
butions. First, we have the current flowing in the AlGaA
layer, which is simply the charge in the last bin (k0) divided
by Dt:

I 3~ t1Dt !5enk0
3 ~ t !/Dt. ~5!

Next we have the current flowing through the 2DEG. This
somewhat complicated. To elucidate this we inspect the sc

FIG. 1. The various contributions to the charge distribution in heterojun
tion as a function of the position parallel to the interface.
1956 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 4, 15 February 1996
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matic diagram in Fig. 1, where for the sake of clarity the
features have been exaggerated as compared with a r
simulation. It is clear that not all the electrons in the 2DEG
are free to drift with their unperturbed velocity, which would
give an expression analogous to Eq.~5!. We can~artificially!
divide the 2DEG in two parts: a part with a position-
independent concentrationnmin

2 ~for the definition see Fig. 1!
and a position-dependent rest. The first part moves unhi
dered giving a contribution of:

I 2~ t1Dt !5enmin
2 ~ t !/Dt V2D/V3D. ~6!

The rest of the 2DEG electrons are fixed to their position
according to the requirement of charge neutrality. They onl
give a current contribution arising from the decrease of th
total number of electrons in the 2DEG. Since this decrease
very slow, this contribution is negligible, except as a tran
sient at the beginning of the voltage pulse.

An uncertain part in our model is the injection from the
contact into the AlGaAs layer. We consider the contact as
kind of metal containing a free-electron gas with effective
massm* 5 1.0 ~see Figs. 2 and 3!. The concentration was
used as a free parameter with values between 1019 and 1020

cm23.
A very important parameter is the widthW of the tran-

sition layer between the contact and the AlGaAs layer~Fig.
2!. When we apply a voltage, the barrier between the conta
and the AlGaAs will be lowered; the largerW the lower the

c-

FIG. 2. The transition region between the contact and the AlGaAs layer a
seen parallel to the interface. The electron gas in the metallic contact
indicated by its Fermi–Dirac distribution.

FIG. 3. Cross section of the heterojunction perpendicular to the interfac
during the application of a voltage pulse. Indicated are the electron gas
the contact, the 2DEG, the electrons injected in then AlGaAs layer, th
positive ~1! and by captured neutralized~0! deep centers. An important
feature is the lowering of the barrierB for the real-space transfer from the
AlGaAs into the 2DEG.
P. J. van Hall and H. Kökten
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barrier and the larger the injected current. In practice we o
have thermionic injection, the effective width of the barri
being too large for a significant contribution of tunneling.

Another parameter is the distanceDE of the Fermi level
in the contact below the minimum of the conduction band
the AlGaAs. When we inject electrons into the AlGaAs, th
distance will increase due to three effects. First, the trian
lar well widens resulting in a lower energy of the boun
state. Next, the Fermi level in the 2DEG decreases. Fina
the band bending in the AlGaAs decreases causing the tr
gular well as a whole going down. All these effects are illu
trated in Fig. 3. In our calculations we accounted for the
effects by adjustingDE continuously according to the statu
of the first bin. Thus the initial value ofDE is not critical,
because an equilibrium is established, provided there is s
injection.

An important aspect in this game is the decrease of
band bending, which results in a lowering of the barrierB
~see Fig. 3! for the transfer of electrons from the AlGaAs int
the 2DEG. We think that this phenomenon is responsible
the current jumps found experimentally,6 because the slow
electrons become fast again. We have schematically mod
this real-space transfer~RST! as follows. If the barrierB at a
position k is lower than a certain threshold, we transfer
the electrons in this bin from the AlGaAs to the 2DEG. Th
threshold depends on the average energy, which we
from a bulk Monte Carlo simulation in AlGaAs. This proce
dure of course will cause sharp jumps. In reality these jum
are quite smooth, while only a part of the electrons is be
transferred, a part, however, which is increasing in time. U
der normal conditions this real-space transfer will take pla
at the source, since the decreasing of the band bending i
strongest over there. We then have a short circuit at
source and also the injected current is flowing through
2DEG channel. It should be noted, that this RST is in
direction opposite to the one assumed usually.4

III. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF CAPTURE

In our transport equations appears an overall capture
a, which may depend on various conditions. The model
used for the calculation of this quantity is based on the w
of Mooneyet al.9 We start from the rate equation

dn~E!/dt52K n~E! N~E!, ~7!

wheren(E) andN(E) are the number of electrons and ca
ture states, respectively, at an energyE. In the model of
Mooney the capture states are assumed to be concent
around an energyEB within an intervaldE. In this case the
capture probabilityK can be taken energy independent due
the concentration of the capture states in a narrow ene
region.

This single-electron model is a simple description of
quite complicated process. It is nowadays accepted gener
that a Si atom is displaced from a lattice site to an intersti
state, where it is bound due to the presence of an extra e
tron. The energyEB is now interpreted as the height of th
barrier for the Si atom between the two positions. The r
situation, however, may even by more complicated. Amo
others Theis and Mooney10 and Jantschet al.11 have argued,
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 4, 15 February 1996
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that the capture process proceeds in two steps. One elect
is captured by a positive donor to a neutral intermedia
state, which in turn captures a second electron forming th
famousDX2 center.

The value of 40 meV for the intervaldE strongly sug-
gests, that a LO phonon is involved. Moreover, it is wel
known that the electron lattice interaction via the LO
phonons is very strong. We therefore assume that the ele
tron is captured while emitting a LO phonon. This induces a
intrinsic temperature dependence in the capture coefficie
K, which can now be written as

K5M0~Nq11! ~8!

in which M0 is the microscopic transition probability and
Nq is the phonon occupation number. Due to the high mo
menta involved we have, following Theis and Mooney,10 re-
stricted the capture to electrons in theL or X valley, which
have crystal momenta near the end of the Brillouin zone. Th
LO phonon now takes care of the conservation of mome
tum. Relaxing the restriction of the capture to theL andX
valleys hardly changes the results, since there are only a f
electrons in theG valley atEB due to the very efficient in-
tervalley scattering.

The model ascribed above has been incorporated in
standard Monte Carlo simulation code.12All relevant scatter-
ing mechanisms such as acoustic and optical phonon, ioniz
impurity, random alloy, and intervalley scattering13 have
been included. We used the simple Debye screening. T
various parameters have been taken from the review pap
by Adachi,14 from which we also derived the position of the
satellite valleys.

The results of our calculations are presented as an ov
all capture ratea defined by

dn/dt52anN/N0 . ~9!

We have normalized our results to a total number of captu
centraN0 of 10

18 cm23. So a is average over the capture
probability of Eq.~7! and may depend on field, temperature
and concentration.

We start with calculating the field and temperature de
pendence of the capture ratea, while keeping the electron
concentration constant at 0.531018 cm23. For the capture
coefficientK we used a value of 10211 cm3 s21 at 300 K,
with a temperature dependence given by Eq.~8!.

The results are given in Fig. 4. It is clear that we ca
distinguish two different regimes. Above 110 K we see
capture, which is almost independent of the field and whic
decreases exponentially with decreasing temperature. T
slopes of the curves give an activation energy of about 11
meV. This is just the energy of the barrier above the botto
of theL andX valleys. An electron can obtain this energy by
three successive absorptions of an optical phonon. The re
tive probability of this process as compared with emission
(Nq/2Nq 1 1)3, which factor gives the desired temperature
dependence. Also the inspection of the distribution functio
learns, that it is a maxwellian with the electron temperatur
nearly equal to the lattice temperature.

Below 100 K we can discern a growing influence of the
electric field, which now becomes more and more respo
1957P. J. van Hall and H. Kökten
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sible for the heating of the electrons. The distribution b
comes more or less temperature independent, giving a c
stant capture rate. This is due to the decreasing importanc
phonon scattering as an energy dissipating mechanism.

Next we calculated the dependence on the electron c
centration~see Fig. 5!. At high temperatures the capture rat
is constant, an immediate consequence of the maxwell
distribution function. At low temperatures the distributio
function is more Fermi–Dirac like. When the concentratio
is low, the Fermi level is well below the capture region re
sulting in a much lower capture rate.

The only experimental data we can compare with are t
results of Theis and Parker.15 These authors have measure
the decay of the conductivity for various fields ranging from
3 to 5 kV/cm. They give the time for a reduction to 95% o
the original value. This quantity is not directly comparab
with our capture rate, since the capture rate as well as
mobility may depend on the concentration. Nevertheless,
overall features, an exponential decay at high temperatu
and a nearly constant value at lowT, are exactly the same.
Even there is an indication for an increase at very low tem
peratures. The activation energy of 103 meV correspon
surprisingly well with the value extracted from our calcula
tions. This corroborates the value of 180 meV used for t
barrier heightEB .

This only ~possible! disagreement between experimen
and theoretical calculations is the field dependence at l
temperatures. The calculations predict a stronger depende
than found experimentally. Moreover, Monte Carlo calcul
tions show that the velocity decreases with carrier concent
tion making the situation even worse.

The explanation of this discrepancy may be the one s
approximation of the capture process. This can be explain
as follows. Let us assume that the one step process proce
at an energyEB with a probabilityP0 and that the two suc-
cessive steps proceed atE1 andE2 (E1 1 E2 5 EB! with
probabilitiesP1 andP2. For the one-step process the captu
rate is given byP0 f (EB), while for the two-step transition

FIG. 4. The calculated capture rate as a function of the temperature
various electric fields~a! 10 kV/cm, ~b! 7.5 kV/cm, and~c! 5 kV/cm.
1958 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 4, 15 February 1996
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the expression@P1 f (E1)#@P2 f (E2)# holds@f (E) is the dis-
tribution function#. For high temperatures the two alterna-
tives have the same temperature dependence vi
exp(2 E0 /kBT). For low temperatures and fields, however,
f (E0) vanishes, whilef (E1) and f (E2) still have a finite
value. Under these conditions the two-step process ma
dominate still and may give a sizeable capture rate. The in
corporation of such a two-step process may be the subject
a future investigation, provided that we can make a reason
able guess of the parameters involved. This incorporation
necessary if we want to extend our device simulations t
lower temperatures. It will become clear in the next session
that for these simulations we need a realistic capture rate.

IV. DEVICE SIMULATION: RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

A typical result of a simulation along the lines sketched
above is given in Fig. 6, where we have varied some of th
contact parameters. We see a very sharp initial decrease
the current to less than 50% of the expected ‘‘normal’’ value
as a response on turning on the voltage, followed by a slo
decay, after which a current jump occurs. The very first par
reflects the injection at the source into the first bin. In prac
tice this will be smoother as one has to average over a certa
region. Such a steep decrease followed by a slow decay h
been found experimentally.16 As mentioned in the introduc-
tion also current jumps after some microseconds have be
reported.7 As explained previously in Sec. II due to our al-
gorithm the jumps in Fig. 6 are very sharp, while experimen
tally they have a rise time in thems region. Keeping this in
mind we can speak of a good agreement between theory a
experiment.

It is also clear, that especially the width of the transition
layer ~W see Fig. 2! is of crucial importance. This can easily
be understood. IfW is large, the barrier is lowered drastically

FIG. 5. The calculated capture rate as a function of the carrier concentratio
The calculations have been performed at a field of 10 kV/cm for two differ-
ent temperatures~a! 300 K and~b! 10 K.
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P. J. van Hall and H. Kökten
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and we have a strong injection. Under these circumstan
the majority of the electrons in the AlGaAs are free~see Fig.
1!. The threshold for real-space transfer will be reached re
tively early and a large jump will occur.

The influence of the electric field manifests itself in
twofold way. First, the barrier for the injection is lowered
resulting in an increase of the electrons in the AlGaAs. O
the other hand, the velocity is higher causing the capture
decrease. These two effects work in opposite directions, so
first sight it is not clear, whether the current jumps occ
earlier or later, when we increase the field. We have inves
gated the time of the jumps versus the electric field for t
two geometries used in Fig. 6. When we have a good cont
~W is small! the jumps occur at a later time, changing th
field from 1 to 2 kV/cm shifts the jump from 3.8 to 7.1ms.
On the other hand, whenW is large the jump shifts from 1 to
about 0.5ms. In the experiment of Zwaalet al.6 the jumps
shift to earlier times with increasing field. Also the appre
ciable size of the jumps~see Fig. 6! is a strong indication for
a largeW in the sample used.

We now can understand why filaments can occur a
why we sometimes see consecutive jumps, the first one be
the largest. IfW varies along the contact pad, the injectio
varies with all consequences. The changes in current pro
can be considerable due to the high sensitivity for the prec
value ofW. There exists convincing evidence for such varia
tions in contact structure.17,18

The calculations presented above have been perform
at a temperature of 300 K. The temperature dependence
the time of the current jump has been investigated as w
The result of a temperature decrease is a combination
various effects:

FIG. 6. The current response of a heterojunction as a function of time dur
the application of a block pulse of 1 kV/cm atT 5 300 K. The calculations
have been performed for two different values of the transition regionW
between contact and AlGaAs and for two different electron concentrations
the contact.~a!W5 0.30ms,n5 1020cm23; ~b!W5 0.30ms,n5 1019cm23;
~c!W5 0.02ms,n5 1020cm23; ~d!W5 0.02ms,n5 1019cm23.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 4, 15 February 1996
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~1! The decrease of the capture rate with temperature ha
an activation energy of 110 meV, so the number of captured
electrons diminishes drastically.

~2! Moreover, the velocity in the AlGaAs increases,
makingDt smaller, again lowering the capture efficiency.

~3! The tail of the Fermi–Dirac distribution in the con-
tact shrinks with the result of less thermoionic injection.

~4! For not too low temperatures~T . 100 K! the average
energy of the electrons is 3/2kBT. This implies that the band
bending has to decrease more before real-space transfer c
occur.

All these effects work in the same direction viz. it lasts
longer before a current jump occurs. In our calculations we
have found an exponential dependence of the inverse tim
~1/tjump! with an activation energy around 300 meV. This
value is a result of the combined effects mentioned above
starting with the 100 meV activation energy connected with
the capture. It is therefore very surprising that the experi-
ments by Zwaalet al.7 give a value as low as 80 meV. The
origin of this discrepancy is not clear. It might have to do
with the possible two-step capture. Another possibility is,
that the structure of the transition between contact and
AlGaAs is more complicated than in our model, keeping the
injection at a high level.

Indications for a more complicated structure can be
found in the work of Hendrikset al.5 These authors found
current oscillations at relatively low fields~< 1 kV/cm!, in-
dicating a certain bistability. Such bistabilities have been
found in double barrier resonant tunneling~DBRT! diodes.19

If we assume a grain structure at the contact, which is rea
sonable in view of experimental evidence from transmission
electron microscope~TEM! pictures,17,18 we may have a
DBRT-like band diagram in the transition layer. It is then
clear that this can introduce a bistability, which vanishes
when a magnetic field is applied.19

We will end with some remarks on the interpretation of
the time-resolved optical beam-induced current~TROBIC!
experiments as performed by Zwaalet al.6 In these experi-
ments one empties the deep centers with a short laser puls
Unfortunately, also a lot of electron-hole pairs are created,
making the situation quite complicated. Strictly speaking our
model, which is quasistationary and is based on rigid charge
neutrality @see Eq.~1!#, may not be applicable in such a
suddenly changing situation, where internal fields play a
dominant role. It nevertheless provides us with keys for the
explanation of the experiments.

Let us suppose that the traps are emptied at a positionk
and timet. In the next timestep all the free carriers at posi-
tion k ~much more than usual! are transferred to positionk
1 1. This results in a spike into the 2DEG as schematically
depicted in Fig. 7. Starting from this graph we can discern
three possibilities. First, the spike remains above the leve
nmin
2 . There is no additional suppressing of the current in the
2DEG. The effect is a short positive pulse, when the extra
carriers reach the drain. This situation will occur in the re-
gion of the drain.

Next the spike can give an extra suppression of the
2DEG. This will have a~strong! negative effect on the total
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current, lasting as long as the spike travels through t
sample.

Finally, the sum of captured and free carriers at positio
k 1 1 may exceed the thresholdnth

2 for real space transfer to
the 2DEG. In our model the transfer is complete. In the
circumstances this is much too simple. Probably there is
incomplete transfer and the 2DEG is pinched off to the rea
space transfer threshold. The effect will be somewhat le
than in the second case.

We may conclude that the proposed model is capable
explain and understand a number of experimentally fou
phenomena. Since it assumes simple homogeneous mate
it may provide a good starting point for models in which
structural fluctuations such as Al or Si clustering are in
cluded.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have developed a model for the unde
standing of current instabilities in GaAs-AlGaAs heterojunc
tions. It comprises three parts: the injection of electrons in
the AlGaAs layer, the capture of these electrons in deep ce
ters, and a time-dependent modification of the band structu
making real-space transfer from the AlGaAs to the 2DE
possible. It turned out, that the modeling of the contact is t
crucial ingredient. We have shown that for reasonable valu
for the parameters of the contact, field-induced parallel co
duction in the AlGaAs occurs. Once this being establishe
current jumps, filament formation, etc. follow quite naturally
Our model does not contain additional physical assumption
It therefore provides a good starting point for future invest

FIG. 7. As Fig. 1. The situation one timestep after the application of a las
pulse, which ionizes all the deep centers.
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gations, as well experimentally as theoretically. The main
uncertainties reside in the modeling of the transition between
the metallic contact and the semiconductor. Therefore it
might be worthwhile to consider a more sophisticated ap-
proach. Nevertheless, in view of all the approximations
made, we judge the agreement between experiment and
simulations as very satisfactory.

We also incorporated the capture of electrons into deep
centra in a standard 3D Monte Carlo simulation. For this we
used a one-step model, which probably is too simple. The
essential features of the experimental data, however, have
been described quite well.
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